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To bring forth a new form that testifies to the multiple, to the choir, to solidarity. To make alive this essential
memory that the dancers transmit. Update of a choreographic writing against oblivion.
Project to take over a piece of the repertoire created in 2003, Echo would be put in play here. The same words reveal a
new meaning. It is a part of collective memory that must be disrupted.
To rewrite history, to write a new history, to give oneself the pleasure of a journey through time, to thwart its course, to
transform its effects, to shake consciences.

Echo is a journey through a dozen excerpts from previous plays. The corpus of the dancers visits a choreographic writing then put to the test. Try to suspend, thwart time. Melt in one joint the precipitate of past works.
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Choreography by Catherine Diverrès
Stage design and artistic collaboration Laurent Peduzzi | Lightings Fabien Bossard | Costumes Cidalia da Costa | Dansers Pilar Andres
Contreras, Alexandre Bachelard, Lee Davern, Nathan Freyermuth, Harris Gkekas, Vera Gorbatcheva, Capucine Goust, Thierry Micouin, Rafael Pardillo | With fragments from L’arbitre des élégances | L’ombre du Ciel | Fruits | Corpus | Music Hartmann, I. Caven,
D. Gambiez, B. Montet, E. Nakazawa, P. Symansky
Production Compagnie Catherine Diverrès / association d’Octobre | Coproducers La Maison des arts de Créteil, Le Volcan - Scène na-

tional du Havre, le Ballet de l’Opéra national du Rhin - Centre chorégaphique national de Mulhouse, POLE-SUD - CDCN Strasbourg,
Danse à tous les étages - Rennes/Brest, la MC2 - Grenoble, GRRRANIT - Scène nationale - Belfort | With support from #ADAMI #Copie privée, Chorège CDCN - Falaise Normandie, Scènes du Golfe - Vannes

Residences Septembre 28 - October 3 2020, MC2, Grenoble / October 8 - 17, Granit, Belfort / December 7 - 11, Pôle Sud, Strasbourg /
December 12, Ballet du Rhin, Mulhouse / January 21 - 28 2021, MAC, Créteil
On Tour October 16, 2020, GRRRANIT, Scène nationale, Belfort - Nuit des arts / December 3, Chorège, Scène nationale, Falaise
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Normandie - Chantier Echo / December 11, POLE-SUD - CDCN Strasbourg - Travaux publics - Chantier Echo / December 12, Ballet
de l’Opéra national du Rhin, CCN Mulhouse - présentation publique - Chantier Echo / January 29, 2021, MAC, Scène nationale, Créteil/ February 4 [postponed], GRRRANIT, Scène nationale, Belfort / March 9 [postponed], Scènes du Golfe, Vannes / March 12 - 13
[cancelled], MC2, Grenoble / March 17 [postponed], Le Volcan, Scène nationale du Havre / December 4, GRRRANIT, Scène nationale,
Belfort / May 7, 2022, Le Volcan, Scène nationale, Le Havre / 10 mai, Scènes du Golfe, Vannes

Echo, the transmission of a writing
I chose to reassemble Echo for several reasons : this piece is built from a selection of excerpts from four
pieces created from 1986 to 1999, L’arbitre des élégances, Corpus, Fruits, L’ombre du ciel. These excerpts
are made from what I myself danced and wrote for the dancers. In every process of creation, the dancer is the
force of proposition and I always compose from the singularity of it and with movements that I write for them.
Echo, for me, is a gesture of transmission of my gestures, but especially thought for the group.
As I made the decision to end my journey, it seemed fundamental to me to pass on to the last generation of
dancers - most of whom joined the company in 2016 -, not only this gesture, but also a thought, this singular energy, carried by other bodies, so that this generation better understand the meaning of my writing, its
path...
It is also a way to grasp one of the fundamental meanings of dance: the thread that is woven in time between
the dancers, the value of transmission, the fact of being the depository of a memory, of a writing through their
body, their thought. With Echo, they not only received forms, but became aware of being legatees of a singular
history in which they participated, and which will continue through them, consciously or unconsciously.
For a dancer, it is often more exciting, thrilling, to invent something together than to learn a subject that one
did not participate in. But the notion of unity, of forming a group, is also an important question: ego, narcissism can become obstacles in any process of creation. This team carries within itself these values of unity,
humility and desire. Without falling into the pitfalls of an academicism, there are fundamental values that
must be passed on without imposing: it is a matter of having the intuition that such an act is not vain in its
approach and with them, I was certain.
The last point is that with this team, I no longer had the physical ability to give them «workshops»: that is to
say, a training, a grammar that I had taught for almost 30 years with assiduity. It seemed very important to
me that they go through this vocabulary with Echo.
At the time of its creation, in the whirlwind of choreographic proposals, it seemed important to me to put into
perspective, to conceive a montage of excerpts of works, all in all, not so old, to verify with the public the resonance or not of a singular and «contemporary» writing. If I chose to reassemble this choreographic piece,
it is also for the “today’s” audience. The critical perspective of the spectator’s gaze seems essential to me…
I think, especially in France, that the public should have access to this writing, which will definitely no longer
be visible from 2023.

Catherine Diverrès,
February 2021
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Echo tries to install and testify to the core of a writing: Movement & gesture, Dramaturgy, Unity, cohesion and
singularities by the energy of the performers.
Echo tells the story of life. Life is consciousness and consciousness for a spectator is not to dull it with entertainment.
Kantor said, «A spectator must cry, that’s all I care about.»
I am not saying that I am trying to make a spectator cry, but at least to awaken emotions, unconscious associations.
Bernard Stiegler referred to “short-circuits”.

Echo, by the fact of transmission testifies to the vitality of a continuum

Catherine Diverrès

A dance with many faces
Nothing but movements. Catherine Diverrès’ movements. A dance with many faces offered to Space. A specific spirit also, that is talking about weight and gravity, emptiness and verticality, deep stage presence, and
connection with the world. A style most of all : sharp or delicate, rough or flowing, bodies vibrating to the
slightest echo in space, reacting to the tiny bits of sensations they go through.
A material that new performers will not draw from themselves through research and other forms of improvisation, but rather by investigating past events. In order to revive movements, they have to enter into
something that has already been to pick up the trace from fragments, snatches, surges and flashes. Sometimes, bodies have to bend to fit in their suits, to give it a volume and a weight. Catherine Diverrès seeks to
extract, reorganise and polish her own movements and style, giving them a new polish, while the dancers are
entering the enigmatic world of reminiscence. Where words and sensations envelop the path of bodies in
space, in search of their impalpable inscription. All the dimensions of the transmission are evoked here in the
dialogue and sharing with the interpreters.
The idea of springing accompanies this approach which, from the more recent dancers of the company, to
some of those who were at the origin of a creation, questions the qualities of the movement, its language and
the specific forms of the development of its thought. Slow elaboration, until the ripening of new fruits, of a
new piece, cut in the garment of old. This way of travelling through time and investing in choreography poses
multiple questions.
What is the specific character of each piece chosen? How to organize an already existing material, linked to
a writing, a subject, a work without the creative process that accompanies each show, without the original
material produced by each dancer involved in this unique adventure represented by the birth of a new show?
What’s left of it beyond the original performers?
Choreographer’s questions with a rocking gesture : actuality of a new creation and memory of the work,
which the video traces have retained captive, that some of the old interpreters came to transmit to the new.
They themselves evolve in this new subject until they emerge from it by their own interpretation. All the art of
dance and the function of its language are at stake in this creation.
Catherine Diverrès, who in San questioned the painter’s gesture, her relationship to the surface, the frame
and the color in connection with the choreographic work, raises the question of musicality here. All the selected excerpts, arranged according to a rhythmic progression favors the singing of the bodies (…) Solitary
stances, cadences linked to the evocation of the community and its history, all the palettes of time palpitate
on the plateau, in a deep black space that transforms in waves, tints of different colors, varies according to
the emotions and the conditions. An inner journey that tells us about a community and its language. Dance.

Irène FIliberti
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Artistic collaborators
Laurent Peduzzi
Laurent Peduzzi is a visual artist and scenographer. He has created theatre and opera scenography for performances
by Elisabeth Chailloux, Adel Hakim, Vincent Colin, Pierre Romans, John Berry, Jacques Nichet, Jérôme Deschamps and
Macha Makeïeff, Yves Beaunesne, Isabelle Janier, Robert Fortune, Jacques Rosner, Jean Michel Rabeux, Gilles Chavassieu, Carlos Barcena, Michel Rosenman, Claude Degliame, Michel Deutsh, Dominique Pitoiset, François Rancillac,
Gildas Bourdet, Alain Milianti, Carlos Wittig, Jean-Luc Lagarce, Michel Didym, Antoine Bourseiller, Pierre Barrat, Step
hen Taylor, Gilberte Tsaï and at the cinema for Jacques Rouffio. He has been the artistic collaborator and scenographer
of Catherine Diverrès since 1999.

Cidalia da Costa
Cidalia da Costa puts her art of costume at the service of a text, reading and collective interpretation of a director and
his troupe. With an instinctive taste for the diversion of materials and the mixing of times. After studying Plastic Arts,
she started working in cinema. Very quickly, she meets the living spectacle. For the theatre, she creates costumes with
Pierre Ascaride, Didier Bezace, Vincent Colin, Gabriel Garran, Daniel Mesguich, Jacques Nichet, Philippe Adrien, Yves
Beaunesne, Hubert Colas. For contemporary dance, she collaborates with Jean Gaudin, Catherine Diverrès, Bernardo
Montet, Christian Trouillas… His clothes and costumes were shown at major exhibitions at the Centre Georges Pompidou, the Grande Halle de la Villette and the Comédie Française.
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Looks at the past

Powerful images, of great violence, sometimes unsustainable, heavy with meaning. Those
of wars, of the end of the world. Next to others, softer, more human, fascinating, of immeasurable beauty. Images that we do not forget, that we cannot forget. For some time now,
Catherine Diverrès felt the need to revisit her past, to leave an indelible trace of her art to
the young generations of choreographers and dancers, to save from forgetting moments that
might never be danced again. And then, was there not also, in an underlying way, the will to
transmit the teaching which she had received from her teachers, among others Kazuo Ohno,
and all the philosophers who guided her throughout her life as an artist, who taught her to
reflect on human destiny, on the meaning of life but also on her turpitudes? Thus, moreover,
only on the beauties and fragility of Nature, which man consciously or unconsciously strives
to destroy little by little… Was there not, at last, the desire to see the resonance of some of his
old pieces in today’s world?

Created in December 2002 as part of the Cannes Dance Festival, Echo has never had the
pleasure of being presented in the Paris area. This work revisits in fact four of the most significant productions of the choreographer’s past, L’arbitre des élégances (1986), L’ombre
du ciel (1994), Fruits (1996) and Corpus (1999), all of the pieces that marked her journey during the late 20th century. Reminiscences of past moments, of lived events, often tragic, and
which lead to reflection because they concern us all. It is not, however, a nostalgic look at the
past, but rather a timeless spectacle, a book of memories that one is invited to leaf through,
a book initialled with dazzling, suspended images that fade away, often even before one has
been able to assimilate them. Reflections of a tormented soul imbued with mysticism whose
nine interpreters seize in unison, like a single body, to make its strength shine forth with a
tenfold power.
No story therefore, but a sequence of thoughts and reflections translated by the gesture,
re-appropriated, even sublimated by the dancers, lwho have taken it upon themselves according to their own sensibilities, offering today’s audience a show of course quite different
from the one created ten years ago, as the awareness and mentality of the performers is no
longer the same. In addition, the lack of decor - with the possible exception of some effects,
appearances of the scenographer Laurent Peduzzi, among others this superb copper floor
that defines the space and unifies it all at once, and this cataclysmic fracture of the ground,
symbolized by a trail of earth separating the stage into two parts, which we had seen in
L’Ombre du ciel - forced the spectator to relegate all his attention to the force of movement
and the expressiveness of the dancers. Of course, we cannot help but think of the wars that
were raging at the time in Lebanon and Yugoslavia, the outbreak of a third world war, the
gradual destruction of humanity and, by the same token, of Nature, which was given to it as
a pledge of wisdom. An atmosphere like Goya, out of time, in which, however, a few poetic
moments of pure tenderness emerge, the embrace gradually becoming a physical struggle
marked by great violence.

But not everything is darkness and despair. Certainly, man falls but rises again. Our humanity
is made up of fragility and strength, singularities and unity, breaks and continuity, oppositions, transformations, resistance, abandonment… We must salute the commitment, passion
and strength of all the dancers, especially the oldest, Thierry Micouin, Capucine Goust, Pilar
Andres Contreras and Rafael Pardillo, who knew how to communicate their energy to the
youngest and galvanize it. A beautiful outpouring of solidarity and fraternity that echoes and
counterbalances these times of lockdown and generalized restrictions due to the COVID-19
pandemic, which, moreover, like the ten plagues of Egypt, consider a divine punishment.

J.M. Gourreau

Echo/Catherine Diverrès, show seen behind closed doors at the MAC in Créteil on January 29, 2021.
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